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The first six episodes of the epic Star Wars space sagaâ€”The Phantom Menace, Attack of the

Clones, Revenge of the Sith, A New Hope, The Empire Strikes Back, and Return of the Jediâ€”are

retold in this Little Golden Book library! Featuring stunning retro illustrations, this boxed set of six

Little Golden Books is perfect for Star Wars fans of all ages!
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These came tonight and, to fulfill a promise to my 5 1/2 year old son, I read them all to him, which

took about 50-55 minutes. These are golden books in the sense that they do a good job minimizing

or glossing over some of the violence (for example, Obi Wan is struck down, but no mention of his

death and there is no explanation of how badly Anakin is mangled after his final battle before

donning the iconic suit). All of the major plot points are hit in these books, so they are (1) great at

giving the story and (2) super complex (the first three books in particular can be very confusing

because of the the different factions). Thus, if you were imagining golden books with simplified story

lines and easy to read words and concepts, think again.My son loved them and I'll probably have to

get him an ewok stuffed animal (should have seen that one coming). The big take away is that these

are awesome books that fully engage a child in the Star Wars universe but they are in no way easy



or level appropriate for new and newer readers.Based on my son's response, I highly recommend

them to you. I hope this review helps

I bought these to read to my daughter. She *loves* them, and she isn't even two years old yet. At

bedtime, she says "Daddy Star Wars!" and I read each book, one a night, to her. She also likes to

flip through the pages and "read" me her version of the story. She'll point to Princess Leia and say

"Mommy!" which my wife adores. Tonight, we read "A New Hope" - and she pointed to the page

with the Death Star blowing up and said "Bacca and Ham and Skywalka wen Def Star and BOOM!"

Proud daddy moment right there, I tell ya!

Not too scary for a toddler but true to storyline, these golden books are destined to be classic tot

literature. Look into your heart! You know it to be true!

We love these books! My six year old has been bitten by the Star Wars bug and these books are a

great way to sum up the story quickly. Of course she loves to hear me mess up the names of

characters or other odd Star Wars names. I've learned a few things too (never been a true follower).

I would have given the books five stars, but our first set, ordered for Christmas, came with two

copies of The Phantom Menace and two copies of The Empire Strikes Back. So we were essentially

missing two of the six books.  quickly dispatched a replacement set and they are perfect.

This book set is perfect for my little one. She is just two years old and loved sitting as I read these

stories to her before bedtime. I imagine it will be a few years before she can read them herself, they

are pretty wordy, with a good paragraph on each page. The pictures are vivid and the important

storyline elements are there.Some of the things that might scare little children like Anakin being

burned alive, and Luke losing his hand are not touched upon due to the graphic nature of the

events.

These books are perfect for the beginner Star Wars fan. The first 6 movies are covered in this

collection, but toned down for the younger ones. The length of each book is just about perfect for a

bed time reading, if you read them one at a time, that is. The art is really cute and well done, IMO.

My son is 4 and is just engrossed when I read him these. Totally quiet too, which is saying

something. All in all, at a price of $21 dollars for 6 kids books, it is a pretty decent deal too,

especially when your talking "Little Golden Books". I think these are something he will treasure and



quite possibly read to his own kids one day. I would say that the age appropriateness would fall

between 3 and 6, maybe 7. After that age, they might get a little bored with the simplistic story. I am

happy I bought these.

Just what we were expecting! Great quality books!!! Our son loves them!!! Any Star Wars fan, will

love them!

Outstanding quality, as expected from Little Golden Book. I was looking for a "beginner's" Star Wars

book for my 3 yr old great nephew, who is just learning about Star Wars. His father, my nephew,

has been a Star War's freak for more than 25 years, so he's enjoying introducing it to his son. The

description of this book stated it was a basic explanation of the Star War's movies for 4-6 yr olds. I

think that's a good description. They are very pleased with it and are having a good time reading it

together. Being a Little Golden Book, it's sturdy and is very colorful. With the resurgence in interest

of Star Wars with the most recent movie release, this would be a good way for any child to be

introduced to it so they understand what all the "hoopla" is about!
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